Abstract. Using Bergman's integral operator method,
P(x, y, z) = (1/2«) f{l, tK1 di where/(£, t) is a function which is holomorphic in £ over some region in C and is continuous in t for |t| = 1. With (1.6) £ = x + iO+z^ + iCW-zK1, the operator (1.5) transforms/(£, r) into the function P(x, y, z) which together with its real and imaginary parts is harmonic in a certain region of R3.
Bergman has successfully applied this method to the study of various properties of harmonic functions P(x, y, z), particularly the singularities of P(x, y, z) in relation to the singularities of the associate function /(£, -r). Furthermore, to learn the effect of the zeros of /(£, t) upon P(x, y, z), he has suggested the determination of the singularities of the harmonic function 3>(x, y, z) having <f>(t, t)=1//(£, t) as its associate. However, results so obtained regarding <S> are difficult to interpret in terms of P since no simple relation exists between $> and P.
While the latter indirect procedure may be unavoidable in the general case, direct approaches are possible and will be introduced here in the special cases of axisymmetric and certain other harmonic polynomials in RN. In these special cases, we propose to use some simple methods drawn from the analytic theory of polynomials (in one complex variable) in order to study directly the influence of the zeros (or value distribution) of/(£, t) upon the behavior of F(x, y, z).
2. Value distributions of axisymmetric harmonic polynomials. A result that follows immediately from (1.1) or from (1.3) is that H(x, 0) = h(x). That is, an axisymmetric harmonic function assumes the same values as its associate on the axis of symmetry.
More generally, we shall now prove that an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial omits a given value in a certain cone if its associate polynomial omits the same value in a corresponding sector. Theorem 2.1. Let H(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial of degree n and let h(Ç) be its associate. Let y and c be arbitrary real constants. Ifh(£)j=y in the sector (2.1) |arg(£-c)| < *r-(*/2*), then H(x, p)¥=y in the cone
Remark. We may take y complex in this and subsequent theorems when lmH(x,P)£0.
Proof. Let us denote by ax, a2,..., an the points in C where h(Q = y. Then Let us suppose that H(x, p) assumes the value y on the circle x=x0, p = p0 in the cone (2.2). Then (2.5) w(t) dt = 0, wit) = l~[ i^-xo-ipo cos t).
JO j=l
Since the point t, = x0 + ipo lies in the sector -7r/«<arg(£-c)<tr\n, so does the point £, = x0 + ipo cos t for all values of t.
Since, by hypothesis, n -(irßn) ^ arg (a> -c) ^ n + (-nßri), the ray from each at to x0 + ipo cos t lies interior to the sector 77 -(7t/2m) < arg (£-*0 -ip0 cos t) < tr + frßn).
Hence, (2.6) TT-(irßri) < arg (a} -x0 -ip0 cos t) < n + in-ßri),
for each /, 7=1, 2,..., n, and each /, 0^í^2tt. Therefore, from (2.5) and (2.6) follows that (2.7) «7t-(t7/2) < argw(i) < «7r+7r/2.
[September Thus the integral in (2.5), as the limit of a sum of vectors w(t) drawn from the origin to points in the convex sector (2.7), cannot vanish contrary to (2.5). Hence, H(xo, PcO^y'as was to be proved. We shall now apply Theorem 2.1 to the case that the zeros of A(£) -y are known to lie in a bounded region u> which is axiconvex. Let us denote by cx and c2 the two points on the real axis, situated left and right of u>, from which tu subtends an angle of -n\n. Let us denote by Kx(oj, n) and K2(w, n) respectively the cones (2.8) 0 < p ^ (cx-x) tan (ir/2«), (2.9) 0 < p ^ (x-c2) tan (ir/2n).
We now shall deduce the following result.
Theorem 2.2. Let H(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial and A(£) its associate. Let cucC be a bounded axiconvex region. If h(Ç)^y when £ £ tu, then H(x, p)iáy on any circle x = x0, p = pQ in cone Kx{w, n) or cone K2(w, n).
Remark. Let Q denote the region obtained on revolving w about the x-axis. If a double-nappe, axisymmetric cone with vertex angle of tr\n were moved as far as possible to the left with its left nappe always containing Q, the interior of the right nappe is the region K2(w, n).
Proof. The region a> lies in the intersection of the sectors If we now expand the integrand and apply (1.2), we obtain equation (3.1) for x0 and p0. Remark. In view of (2.3), we may write as an equation for x0, p0:
where Sk is the sum of the products of the a¡ taken & at a time. If we cause the a¡ as points in Y to coalesce at a suitable point a in Y, we then obtain equation (3.1) from equation (3.4) . In this sense, Theorem 3.1 is a "coincidence theorem". From Theorem 3.1 we may now deduce at once the following result: Theorem 3.2. Let H(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial and y an arbitrary real constant. Ifx = x0,p = p0 is a circle along which H(x, p) = y, then x0, p0 satisfy equation (3.1) where a is some point with \a\^a and a is given by (2.14).
From (3.1), we can also derive an inequality between |a| and r0. For, writing (3.1) as
and using the fact that |P/cos 6)\ :£ 1, we infer that
so that, choosing x0 = r0 and noting Pn(l)= 1, r0[2lln-1]¿ |a|. In short,
In the above treatment we have expressed the right side of (3.3) in terms of the Legendre polynomials of a real variable. On admitting Legendre polynomials of a complex variable, we are able to interpret (3.3) immediately as follows due to (1.2). Theorem 3.3. Let H(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial whose associate A(£) assumes a given real value y only in a circular domain T<=C Then corresponding to any circle x = x0, p = p0for which H(x0, p0) = y, there exists aeY such that (x0, p0) satisfies the equation We begin with the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let Tix, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic function whose associate i[i(Q is a rational function which has n finite poles (counted with multiplicity). Let y be an arbitrary real finite constant such that </>(£) #y in the sector By hypotheses all the a¡ and ß,-lie in the complement of sector (4.2) and so satisfy the inequalities
for all j and for all t. Hence, from (4.7), im -ri)iT -(7r/2) < arg w(t) < im -ri)n+ Trß.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we now conclude that the integral in (4.6) cannot vanish. That is, for every circle x = x0, p = p0 lying in the cone (4.3), we havê (xo, Po)jiy as was to be proved. In analogy with Theorem 2.2, we may state the following Theorem 4.2. Let *F(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic function whose associate <f>(Q Is a rational function. Let m be a bounded axiconvex region that contains the finite poles ofip as well as the finite points where \fi(Q = y. Then *F(x, p)¥zy along any circle x = x0, p = p0 contained in either cone K¡{w, m + n),j= 1 or 2, where m and n are the numbers of finite points, counted with multiplicity, at which ¡/>(£) = y and </>(£) = co respectively.
Instead of assuming that the finite zeros and poles of the associate are in the same region w, we shall now suppose that they lie in separate disjoint regions. Theorem 4.3. Let a>x and oj2 be two bounded axiconvex regions, such that (£i) < ¡M(l2) for all t,x e wx and £2 e tu2. Let T(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic function with rational associate <ji(Ç). Assume that counted with multiplicity all m finite points where i/>(£) = y lie in wx and all n finite poles ofip lie in tu2. Assume further that in the notation of Theorem 2.2. Then T(x, p)¥=y along any circle x = x0, p = p0 which lies in the region Í2.
Proof. If x = x0, p = po is a circle in Í2 along which *F(x, p) = y, the points cey defined in (4.4) satisfy the inequality (4.8), whereas the points (8¿ defined in (4.5) satisfy the inequality
Hence, w(t) defined in (4.7) satisfies the inequality mTr -(mrrßp,) -(mrßv) <arg w{t)<mTT + (m-nßp.) + (mrßv). Due to (4.10) vector w{t) remains in the same convex sector as / varies and so integral (4.6) cannot vanish. This means that T(x, p)/y along all circles x = x0, p = p0 in Ü, thus establishing Theorem 4.3.
5. Derivatives of axisymmetric harmonic polynomials. In this section we try to construct some analogues to the following well-known theorem of S. Bernstein [4, p. 45] .
Let the nth degree polynomial A(£) have the property that |A(£)| S 1 for |£| ^ 1. Then its derivative has the property that \h\C)\^n for |£|^1, this bound being attained by polynomials A(£) = A£" //1 A| = 1.
We shall now show that the radial derivative of H(x, p) satisfies a similar inequality, as does the axial derivative. Hence, for x = r=\, we find BH¡8r = n so that the bound in (5. An immediate result is the following concerning critical circles that degenerate into single points. Theorem 6.1. Let H(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial and let n(£) be its associate. If the real number £ = x0 is a critical point of h(Ç), then also x = x0, p = 0 is a critical point of H(x, p).
In the more general case, let us establish the following result : Theorem 6.2. Let H(x, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial of degree n and let h(Q be its associate. In C let k denote a convex region symmetric in the real axis and containing all the critical points (bx, b2,..., bn-x) ofh(Q and let k¡¡ be the convex hull of set {0, «'}• Then in the notation of Theorem 2.2, no locus x = x0, p = p0 is a critical circle of H(x, p) if this circle lies in any of the cones K¡(k', n -1), Kj(i<o,ri),j=\ or 2.
Proof. Equations (5.4) and (5.6) say in effect that 8H\8x and r 8H\8r are axisymmetric harmonic polynomials which are respectively of degrees n-1 and n and of which the associates are respectively h'(£) and [£«'(£)]. To obtain the proof of Theorem 6.2, we apply Theorem 2.2 to each of the functions 8H\8x and r 8H\8r with y = 0 and use the fact that a critical circle x = x0, p = p0 of Hix, p) must satisfy both equations (6.2).
We shall next restate Theorem 6.2 in terms of the value distributions of Hix, p), as follows: Theorem 6.3. Let Hix, p) be an axisymmetric harmonic polynomial, n(£) its associate and y any real constant. In C let k be a convex region which is symmetric in the axis of reals and contains all the zeros ofhiQ -y. Let k0 be the convex hull of the set {0, k}. Then in the notation of Theorem 2.2 no critical circle x = x0, p = po of Hix, p) can lie in any of the cones KjÍk, n-1), A;(«0, ri),j= 1 or 2.
Proof. Let us apply Lucas' Theorem [3, p. 22] which states that the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial / in a complex variable lie in the convex hull of the zeros off. This implies that k'^k, k'0^k0, and that therefore Theorem 6.3 follows from Theorem 6.2. Proof. If VT = 0 for x = x0, p = Po, then also 8¥\dx = 0 and r SVjdr = 0 for x = x0, P = Po-Now, ST/Sx and r dW/dr are given by expressions obtained by replacing H by *F and A by ^ in equations (5.4) and (5.6). Such expressions reveal BY/dx and r d^/dr to be axisymmetric harmonic functions whose associates are </r'(£) and £</>'(£) respectively. If now we apply Theorem 4.2 to each of these functions and require 8y¥jdx = 0 and dxFjdr = 0 simultaneously, we thereby obtain Theorem 7.1.
We next consider the location of the critical circles of *¥(x, p) in relation not to poles and critical points of its associate </>(£) but to the poles and zeros of ¡/>(£). To aid our work, we shall make use of Bôcher's Theorem [3, p. 94] which states that, if />(£) and a(£) are both polynomials of degree n and if the zeros of p are in a circular domain Dx and those of a in a circular domain D2 where D2n Dx = 0, then all the critical points of <¡j(Q =/>(£)/a(£) lie in Dx u D2. Theorem 7.2. In C let a>x and tu2 be two circular disks with centers on the real axis and such that 3$(t,x) < 3%(t,2)for all lxe wx and £2 e o>2. Let *P(x, p) be a harmonic function with a rational associate i/r(£) possessing exactly n finite zeros and n finite poles both counted with multiplicities. Suppose that the zeros o/)/>(£) lie in wx and the poles oftpd) in a>2. Suppose that <ji has mfinite critical points (m^2n-1), k of which lie in oex and that Then no circle x = x0, p = p0 in £2 can be a critical circle ofi¥{x, p).
Proof. Let us set
If aj eu)X for j= 1, 2,..., k, then by Bôcher's Theorem, a¡ e tu2 for j=k+\, k + 2, ..., m. Hence, the a¡, j= 1, 2,..., k satisfy the inequality (4.8), whereas the ß} (and the remaining a,) satisfy inequality (4.11). Setting m / n w(t) = O ("j-Xo-ipo cos 0/FI (ßj-Xo-ipo cos i)2, y=i / j=i we find that ktr-Xnß < arg W < kn + ^ß.
Hence, J211 wit) dt^O, which implies that for the given x = x0, p = p0, dW/dx^O and thus that Theorem 7.2 is valid.
To choose a circle x0 = x0, p = Po for which 8W¡8r J= 0, we denote by k0 the convex hull of the set (0, wx) and select positive constants p.0> v0 such that
and such that (7.4) Oo = K2(k0, po) n Kxiw2, v0) + 0. Now, by reasoning similar to that leading to Theorem 7.2 we conclude that SYjSr^O along such a circle. We thus are led to the result Theorem 7.3. Theorem 7.2 remains valid if A in il.2) is replaced by A0 in (7.3) and at the same time Q. in (7.1) is replaced by Q.0 in (7.4). Since by hypothesis |«/| ^a, also |o£ye~m!i| ^a fory'= 1, 2,..., n-/ and hence by the same reasoning as we used for proving Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we infer from (8.6) that F(x, y, z)^0 in the two cones Kx(m, n) and K2(w, ri), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 8.2.
Let us next obtain some necessary conditions on the location of the critical points of the function F(x, y, z) given in (8.1). We shall prove the following A necessary condition for a critical point (x0, y0, z0) is that Vp= 0 and thus that 8FI8x = 8FI8r = 0 at (x0>>>0, z0). Comparing (8.10) and (8.11) with (8.6), we note that 8F\8x and r(8F\8r) are harmonic polynomials whose associates have the form (8.3) with </>(£) replaced by </<'(£) and W(í) respectively. Hence, Theorem 8.3 follows from Theorem 8.2, twice applied.
9. Axisymmetric harmonic functions in RN. We now study harmonic functions F in the N real variables xx, x2,..., xN in the case that P depends only upon the variables x and p where Let us write n KO -7 o = an Y\ (£ -ai), «j e cu.
Since sin2" " * / > 0 for 0 < t < «, the reasoning proceeds as in previous sections and leads to a proof of Theorem 9.2. Finally, regarding the critical points of H(x, p) in A-dimensions, we can state the following Theorem 9.3. Let H(x, p) be the N-dimensional axisymmetric polynomial given by (9.4) and A(£) be the polynomial given by (9.6). In C let the convex region k be symmetric in the real axis and contain all the points where A(£) = y0 for some real constant y0 and let k0 be the convex hull of set {0, k}. Then no locus x = x0, p = p0 in N dimensions can be a critical locus of H(x, p) if it lies in any of the RN cones K,(k, n -1), Kj(k0, n), j-1 or 2.
The proof of Theorem 9.3 is left to the reader, as is the verification that the formulas and theorems of this section reduce to those of § §2 and 6 when A = 3.
10. Application to axisymmetric harmonic vectors. By an axisymmetric harmonic vector H(x, p) we mean one that is continuous together with its first and second partial derivatives, in an axisymmetric region Q. and is such that (10.1) V/7(x, p) = 0, VxH(x, p) = 0, (x, p) c Q.
If we write ix and i" for the unit vectors in the positive x and p directions and (10.2) Hix, p) = F(x, P)ix-p~1S(x, p)ip, then F(x, p) and Six, p) are respectively the potential and Stoke's Stream Function of some axisymmetric flow. The critical circles of F are the stagnation circles in the flow. In an earlier paper [7] we showed that, if />(£) is the associate of F(x, p), then However, equations (10.5) take on the same form as (6.2) if we replace n'(£) and £n'(£) occurring in (5.4) and (5.6) by #(£) and £#(£) respectively. If we also let k and k0 replace the k and k'0 given inTheorem 6.2, we thereby derive Theorem 10.1.
